Portfolio Check-Ins

Name: ________________________________   Date: ________________________

Portfolio Title:

**Deadline #1** ___________: Blog Set-up (10 points)
Did you get your blog set up, designed, and e-mailed to me on time? _____ / 10

**Deadline #2** ___________: First Two Pieces and Sidebar Intro (20 Points)
Has time been put into the development of your blog? Have you posted two pieces? Have you created an interesting sidebar introduction of yourself and included a photo? Is the blog inviting? _____ / 20

**Reaction #1** ___________: Your Responses (20 points)
Did you give your two partners positive feedback as well as suggest things to work on? Are your responses detailed and readable? Did you use the class lab time well to read and respond? _____ / 20

**Deadline #3** ___________: First Four Pieces and One Multimedia Element (20 points)
Has time been put into the development of your blog? Have you posted four pieces and one multimedia element? Have you added optional or creative elements as well as simply fulfilling the requirements? _____ / 20

**Reaction #2** ___________: Your Responses (20 points)
Did you give your two partners positive feedback as well as suggest things to work on? Are your responses detailed and readable? Did you use the class lab time well to read and respond? Did you complete the reflection? _____ / 20